
Applying DEB-theory in GlobifGeorge A.K. van Voorn16 july 20041 IntrodutionThe study of theoretial population eology goes bak a long way; alreadyin 1926 the famous Lotka-Volterra (LV) model was developed. Several `up-graded' models have been proposed sine then (Monod, Holling, Marr-Pirt,Droop), none of whih are truly undisputed. DEB, as developed by Kooij-man [5℄, provides a new framework and shows that all the before-mentionedmodels are speial ases of a more generalized model (although still disputed).In this essay I will disuss the possibilities that DEB-theory o�ers for myprojet, Globif. Globif is a projet in whih bifuration analysis is used as aprimary tool to do researh on the interations between speies in ommu-nities and to investigate whih bifurations ould be of signi�ant inueneon population dynamis. First, I'll evaluate some problems that exist with(eologial) modeling in general. Next, I'll disuss whih of those problemsare (partly) solved in DEB, followed by an assessment of the results DEBhas led to so far. Finally, a disussion setion follows on what DEB ouldontribute to Globif during the projet. For that, I distinguish between twoaspets in Globif: a mathematial part (what an we do?) and an eologialpart (what would we like to do?).2 Eologial modeling in general and in DEBMuh of the work done today is still based on the `older' models present intheoretial eology. However, several problems are known to exist regardingthese models.One apparent (and general) problem with modeling is that models, withregard to onepts used by more experimentally foused researhers, are rel-atively simple. Experimentalists emphasize the apparent omplexity of Na-ture, while many eologial models disard all forms of variation in speies1



traits and spatial heterogeneity (unstrutured population models). For in-stane, the predited inreasing instability of larger food webs (May, 1973 [6℄)seems to ollide with the `intuitive' ideas of experimental eologists. On theother hand, `simple' models have already been shown to be able to demon-strate `omplex' behaviour, suh as the `paradox of enrihment' (POE).A seond problem is that many models su�er from inonsistenies anddubious assumptions. For example, LV models the prey-population as `self-maintaining'. As a result, LV often violates the law of mass preservation thisway. Consequently, any onlusions drawn from a LV-based model shouldbe heked for realism and range in whih these results are valid (this is, bythe way, part of the problem I have with the POE, ironially the reason Igot interested in theoretial biology in the �rst plae: it was found using aLV-based model, so when are the hidden assumptions true?)Younger, more advaned models still demonstrate the problem with im-pliit assumptions. There is still the issue of `homogenized' populations andenvironments, partly simply beause the appropriate mathematial tools arenot developed yet. And many times also the basi priniples of preservationof mass or expliit desription of energy ow are still negleted.One of the major improvements in eologial modeling is the expliitdesription of nutrients (the zero-trophi level) and energy ow. This allowsfor a omplete mass balane. The drawbak here is one has more equationsto solve, while the major asset is that it avoids primary inonsistenies.The primary ontribution of DEB to modeling (in general) is the divisionof individual biomass into reserves and struture. DEB di�ers from otherpopulation models in that it is `individual-ori�ented' instead of populationori�ented. This division into reserves and struture however does ompli-ate alulations. Additionally, assumptions need to be made to go from`individual-ori�ented' to populations.Another ontribution of DEB is the onept of `synthesizing units' (SU's).The appliation of SU's an have signi�ant onsequenes for the funtionalresponse (as for example demonstrated by Ferreira, 2003 [1℄), whih is im-portant for the interations between populations.3 Results with the DEB-modelAs mentioned in the previous setion, one of the ontributions of DEB tomodeling is the distintion between struture and reserves. One of the re-sults of applying DEB in population modeling (that is also demonstrated inMarr-Pirt) is that populations need a ertain minimum value of prey/nutrientbiomass to invade the system. Reserves and maintenane have been inor-2



porated in previous models (Droop and Marr-Pirt, respetively), but neveron the individual level.An interesting thing to point out is the partition ability of reserves. InDEB-theory the reserves an be divided into separate ows for several ele-ments. The nie thing with DEB is that you an fous on the limiting ow(mostly N or P) and add any level of detail you wish for. Light an be takeninto aount as a limiting resoure as well, sine DEB treats the mehanismfor apturing photons basially the same as mehanisms for the uptake ofnutrients or arbon-dioxide (again, through SU's).One of the problems in eologial modeling is the neessity to `keep itsimple', therefore many models are unstrutured. In DEB however it ispossible, under ertain irumstanes, to simplify a strutured populationsof V1-morphs to an unstrutured one ([5℄, p. 315). Under ertain ondi-tions the individual mass of V1-morphs is a simple funtion of volume, henethe population biomass is a linear funtion of individual mass. As a re-sult, there's no distintion between strutured and unstrutured populationsof V1-morphs. This is of ourse a major gain, sine the math involved instrutured population models is awfully omplex.In ontrast with May's preditions DEB seems to stabilize food webs at ahigher level, due to the implementation of maintenane and reserves. Com-pared to Monod (neither) and Marr-Pirt (only maintenane) the DEB modelfor bi- and tritrophi food hains appears to exhibit inreased stability ([5℄,p. 314 and 3.49). Furthermore, it has been shown that in a bi-trophi DEBfood hain another level-two speies an invade next to the existing speies,seemingly defying the under experimentalists generally aepted onept of`ompetitive exlusion' ([5℄, p. 350).4 DisussionIn the Globif projet there's a fous on the use of bifuration analysis, so it'sinteresting to disuss the hange in bifuration behaviour of models basedon DEB ompared to other models. Kooi et al. [3℄ have already pointed outsome of the onsequenes that DEB has for the bifuration analyses of suhmodels, for instane that a multi-speies ommunity annot exist for verysmall dilution rates ombined with low onentrations of substrate in thereservoir (as ompared with Monod). Rather, higher trophi levels an onlyexist when both of these fators are large enough. It also seems to ombinefeatures of both Marr-Pirt-based and Droop-based models (whih oinideswith ombining maintenane and reserves). It seems that the general outlineof transritial and Hopf-bifurations in DEB is omparable with that of3



Marr-Pirt, while DEB and Droop have a Bautin point in ommon on theHopf-3 line, as well as that the odimension point M1 is a odimension 2point.The seond aspet of Globif is the study of interations in food webs. Onething that seems to beome lear in expliitly desribing the nutrient owsis that trophi interations are not so well-de�ned as they are ommonlysaid to be. For example, speies X and Y have some form of relationship inwhih X produes a substane that's bene�ial for Y and Y makes a soureavailable for X. When due to some reason X does not produe the substaneunder ertain irumstanes, rather than `mutual bene�ial', this relationshipwould now be named `parasiti'. The expliit desription of nutrient owsould shed more light under what sort of irumstanes the relationship mighthange.A suggestion that follows from DEB is regarding the priniple of `om-petitive exlusion'. From DEB-theory it follows that two populations of V1-morphs would only ompete with eah other when their spei� populationgrowth rates are idential. This only happens when the energeti proper-ties of the two speies are idential. This de�es the general belief that sineno two speies an live on one substrate, this relationship is linear and nomore than X speies an live on X substrates. DEB suggests that speies onthe same trophi level an perfetly o-exist, sine di�erenes in preferenesand partial overlap in food prevent ompetition ([5℄, p. 302). One problem,however, ould be the question whether the same goes for isomorphs. Nev-ertheless, these results are stimulating: inreasing diversity seems to go wellwith stability.Part of the researh in the very near future is supposed to address theissue of interations between populations. One of those ase studies regardsthe problem of how the POE an be eliminated in the unstrutured (DEB-)models. The proposed mehanism will be the mutual interferene betweenindividuals [7℄ (or soial interation, as it is alled in DEB, but I prefer thehistorial term by Hassell [2℄), whih ould provide a lue about possibleinterations in general between organisms. So far, the (sparse) results seempromising. On the other hand, many mehanisms have already been proposedto eliminate the POE, although it should be taken into aount what modelswhere used in those ases. Part of the ontribution of this ase study will bejust to evaluate how DEB itself is doing.Another aspet of Globif is about the (in)stability of eosystems. Casestudies using DEB-theory will be developed in future researh to either verifyor falsify the idea that inreased diversity does not lead to instability. So far,studies seem to on�rm stability in eosystems through omplexity. Kooiand Kooijman [4℄ found that invading ompetiting prey an stabilize a bi-4



trophi food web, and a study of a losed ommunity onsisting of preythat are infeted by pathogens and preyed upon by predators revealed thatpredators, by having a preferene for the weak, atually inrease eosystemstability [8℄.Remains the very important issue whether the bene�ts from DEB are notoutweighted by the mathematial omplexity due to the inrease in equations.Also, it remains to be seen under what kind of assumptions or onditions theDEB individuals are orretly saled up to populations. The importane ofreserves depends on what kind of organisms the model applies to (althoughI prefer general models). For instane, it is known that mie and othersmall mammals need to feed often or they die of starvation (DEB has anexplanation for this as well). On a larger time sale, one ould say it's notreally interesting to spei�ally look at the reserves of suh organisms, andtherefore one shouldn't bother with suh an inrease in detail.Conluding, Globif ould bene�t well from DEB through the expliit de-sription of the nutrient level. The way that strutured populations underertain onditions an simplify to unstrutured populations an generalizeresults gained with the unstrutured models that will be used. Regardingthe eologial side of Globif, it seems that DEB ould larify many aspetsof ommunity dynamis as a result of losed mass balanes and the expliitdesription of nutrient, suh as eosystem (in)stability through speies inter-ations. On the other hand, the number and/or omplexity of the equationsinreases signi�antly, and pratially spoken DEB will need to be bene�ialenough to validate its use.Referenes[1℄ J.A. Ferreira. On the hyperboli funtional response in deb theory.[2℄ M.P. Hassell. Mutual interferene between searhing inset parasites. Thejournal of animal eology, 40(2):473{486, 1971.[3℄ B.W. Kooi, M.P. Boer, and S.A.L.M. Kooijman. Consequenes of popu-lation models for the dynamis of food hains. Mathematial biosienes,153:99{124, 1998.[4℄ B.W. Kooi and S.A.L.M. Kooijman. Invading speies an stabilize simpletrophi systems. Eologial modelling, 133:57{72, 2000.[5℄ S.A.L.M. Kooijman. Dynami energy and mass budgets in biologial sys-tems. Cambridge University Press, 2 edition, 2000.5
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